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TROUBLE DECIDING WHAT BRAKE ROTORS SUITE YOU BEST? FOLLOW THE CHART 
BELOW FOR A QUICK FIX! 

Brake rotors should be chosen based on the type of driving you’ll be doing. We’ve 
picked out the best rotor solutions that will work for you based on what you’ll be 
using them for. Have a look and visit www.remmenbrakes.com/resources for more 
information.

visit www.remenbrakes.com/resources for more detailed information

how to choose the 
right brake rotors

http://www.remmenbrakes.com/resources
http://www.remenbrakes.com/resources


MORE INFORMATION
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Drive Type Rotor Reason

Commuting 1-piece, Plain As a commuter, brakes aren’t used as intensely as in other 
applications and temperature levels of the system remain 
relatively low. This being the case, plain rotors provide 
ample brake performance for the daily commute and save 
the user money since plain rotors are the most economical 
of the choices.

Towing 1-piece, Slotted
1-piece, Slotted & 
Crossdrilled

Flat surfaces require less brake application to control 
speed. Slots will ensure that the brake pads remain in full 
contact with the rotors and will clear away debris and 
gasses as needed. On steeper terrain, with more intense 
brake periods, the slotted and cross-drilled rotors will 
reduce brake fade thanks to the increased airflow from the 
cross-drilled holes and the slots will ensure the surface is 
kept clean and in contact with the pads.

Recreational 
off-roading

1-piece, Plain
1-piece, Slotted

Over muddy terrain, holes and slots will trap dirt and debris 
and will impair the performance of the brakes. For this 
reason, plain rotors are suggested. Over non-muddy 
terrain, slotted rotors will work well enough by ensuring 
the surface of the rotor is wiped clean of debris and is in full 
contact with the pad

Street 
performance

1-piece, Slotted
1-piece, 
Crossdrilled
1-piece, Slotted & 
Crossdrilled

For lower brake intensity applications, the Street 
Performance vehicle can use slotted or cross drilled rotors. 
These rotors will provide enough improvement in braking 
performance to suite highway and street driving. For higher 
brake intensity applications, the brake rotors will need to 
ensure temperatures don’t build up and gasses are allowed 
to flow away from the surface of the rotor freely. For this 
reason, a cross-drilled setup or a slotted and crossdrilled
setup would suit the application

Track days & 
HPDE

1-piece, Slotted
1-piece, 
Crossdrilled
1-piece, Slotted & 
Crossdrilled
2-piece, Slotted

Drag: lighter is better. Crossdrilled provides a slight 
advantage over slotted if one piece is required.
Autocross: speeds are typically low so heat is not an issue. 
The rotor will need to therefore focus on contact surface 
area. Slotted provides the best option
Track: depending on the turns and the intensity of braking, 
options can range from slotted and crossdrilled to 2-piece 
slotted. The higher the intensity of braking the more heat 
dissipation is needed and the lighter the rotor the easier it 
is to control through fade. 2-piece rotors therefore provide 
the advantage needed during heavy track use.

Racing 2-piece, Slotted
2-piece, 
Crossdrilled

Weight, performance, fade resistance trump cost. Every 
little advantage helps. 2-piece rotors are significantly lighter 
and provide much better heat dissipation properties than 1-
piece rotors. Furthermore crossdrilled rotors provides more 
airflow for higher brake intensity applications over slotted.

higher intensity braking

lower intensity brakingcircuit

2pc, S

2pc, XD
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visit www.remenbrakes.com/resources for more detailed information
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